Keep hot and cold
Barbecue pot
Compass
Three in one

ITEM NO.：SVT-750
CAPACITY：750mL
PRICE：

— design concept—

The kettle carried by the US Army
is practical, but it is not
vacuum. It’s a big sales point
to make a vacuum canteen for
travel, with a compass to the lid,
a stainless steel pot for
barbecue at the bottom, and a
colorful backpack. At beginning
Mr. Berger, who is the general
manager of Solid drew the sketch
of the canteen. After several
years of continuous program
adjustment and structural
research and development, this
product was finally produced in
2015 and won the German "iF"
design award in March 2016.

— Design patent,
exclusive creation —
▷Design patent, won the international
design authorit y a w a r d “I F D e s i g n
Award"；
▷ Material of the product:
SUS 304 stainless steel
PP material
Both of them are for food contact, safe
and healthy ；
▷ Double-wall vacuum canteen has a good
performance in terms of comfort and
practicality.

Design patent number ： 201430531890.x

— Humanized design,
close-fitting arc—
▷ The product is light weight
and the appearance of the body is
curved, which can be much better
to fit the body to avoid swaying
while walking than the
traditional kettle.

— Survival in the
wild—

▷
The thickened lid is wearresistant and drop-resistant, with a
compass on the top of the lid to show
direction for outdoor sports

CAMPASS

▷ The lid can be used as an
independent cup with 100ml capacity. It
is formulated according to the
reasonable amount of drinking water
required by the human body after
exercise. We advocate a scientific and
healthy drinking concept;
▷ The inner stopper is made of PP
material for food contact, and has
concave and convex damping stripes on
the side, which increases the friction
of the hand and is easy to pour without
unscrew totally. There is prompt
information such as the direction at
the top.

STOPPER

— Outdoor camping—

▷ The bottom of the product is
detected to meet the needs of
outdoor sports enthusiasts
▷ the bottom of the body is one
small lunch box, it can be cooked
directly with a handle. User can
both cook meals and boil water
within this canteen. It is a good
partner for outdoor traveler.

— Camouflage style
bag —
▷ Thickened

camouflage pot cover,
easy to carry, Like one elevs in
the jungle;
▷ Double-layer Oxford camouflage
cloth bag, wear-resistant and
scratch-resistant;
▷ Drawstring design makes it
easy to access the product.
▷ Widened strap design, can also
be stored, high outdoor activity
comfort.

— Specification—

ID：106017
MODEL：SVJ-750
CAPACITY：750mL
COL：SATIN
MATERIAL：SUS304)、PP
VACUUM：ABOVE 50℃（24HOURS）
MEAS： 130*83*228mm
PACKAGE：12P/CTN

China air pressure Insulated pot center
Shanghai industrial design center
Shanghai certified enterprise tech center
Shanghai high –tech and science giant
Shanghai brand cultivation model enterprise

Solid HQ:
Room 1701,the civil aviation
center

Official sponsor of china golf team-Solid Ware, was
established in 1991.
Over the past 29 years, we have been specialized in
the stainless steel insulation ware (flask and pot)
industry, and have been engaged in R&D,
manufacturing and brand terminal service. Won the
title of “shanghai brand” ,”shanghai famous trade
mark” which have been keeping over the years so far.
It is one of Shanghai‘s high-tech and small giant of
technology and science enterprises ,Our trademark
“思乐得" is a key trademark protected by Shanghai
government. So far we have the "Home Series”,
“Travel Series”, “Office series”, “Hotel Series" four
series of products over 300 items. Products exported
to more than 50 foreign countries and regions (Europe,
North America, Japan, Australia. etc.)

THANKS
Head office：Room 1701,The civil Aviation Center Pudong,No.18 Xinjinqiao
Road,Shanghai,201206 China TEL：021-38726999
Website：www.solidware.com.cn

